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With distributed power generation market, the most economical solution today is to generate power 
through small gas turbine systems, arbitrarily categorized as microturbines (5 to 200 kW) orminiturbines 
(200 to 500 kW). The thermal efficiency of such microturbines is about 20% or less if no recuperator is 
used in the system but, using a recuperator operating at 87% effectiveness, the efficiency of the gas 
turbine system increases to about 30%, a substantial performance improvement. However, cost of the 
recuperator is approximately 30% of the total power plant. This means that the heat exchanger 
(recuperator) must be designed to get high performance with minimum cost. In this paper, after providing 
the necessary concise information on compact heat exchangers, the discussion is presented on 
minimizing entropy generation for a compact heat exchanger with Louvered fins. So, thermodynamical 
optimization can play a key role in providing better performance for a compact heat exchanger. 
 
Key words: Entropy generation, plate-fin heat exchanger, louvered fin, microturbine. 

 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Heat exchangers play a key role on automobiles, 
refrigerators and air conditioning system. Nowadays, 
efficient heat exchangers are required in order to save 
energy. Aluminum-brazed heat exchanger with multi-
louvered fin and flat tube is used widely in industry due to 
high compactness and excellent heat transfer 
performance. A number of experimental studies 
(Davenport, 1980, 1983; Achaichia, 1987; Achaichia 
and Cowell, 1988; Huihua and Xuesheung, 1989; Aoki 
et al., 1989; Rugh et al., 1992; Sunden and Svantesson, 
1992; Chang et al., 1994, 1996, 1997; Kim and Bullard, 
2002; Lyman et al., 2002; Zhang and Tafti, 2003; Qi et 
al., 2007; Dong et al., 2007) and numerical simulations 
(Sahnoun and Webb, 1992; Springer and Thole, 1998; 
Tafti et al., 1999; Leu et al., 2001; Wu and Webb, 
2002) have been conducted in recent years, in heat 
exchangers industry. 
 
 
 
*Corresponding author. E-mail: masoud2471@gmail.com. Tel: 
00989122469837. 

A schematic of a louvered fin compact heat exchanger is 
shown in Figure 1. When such louvered fins were first 
introduced, it was believed that increased heat transfer 
was due to added turbulence initiated by flow through the 
louvered array (Webb, 1991). Early flow visualization 
studies on scaled up louver designs quickly dispelled this 
theory. It was observed that as air passed through the 
louvers, the flow resulted in two distinct flow directions to 
be classified: axial (or duct) directed flow and louver 
directed flow. Axial flow occurs when the flow maintains 
the direction of the inlet flow. Louver directed flow occurs 
when the flow is aligned parallel to the louvers. These 
two directions are clearly indicated in the louvered fin 
cross section in Figure 2. Thus, in a strongly louver 
directed flow, the individual louvers essentially act as 
small flat plates aligned parallel to the flow (Hsieh and 
Jang, 2006). The explanation for increased heat transfer 
came from the realization that along with the new 
boundary layer that formed on each of these louvers 
came a corresponding high heat transfer coefficient 
(Andrew and Lyman, 2000). 

Extensive studies have shown  that  the  flow  and  heat
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Figure 1. Schematic of a typical louvered fin-and-tube heat exchanger. 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Side view of a typical louvered fin geometry. 

 
 
 
transfer resulting in louvered fin arrays is quite complex. 
It has been shown that the degree to which the flow 
becomes aligned with the louvers is dependent on 
geometry and Reynolds number. Vortex shedding, which 
serves to increase heat transfer, may occur off the 
leading and trailing edges of the louvers. Heated wakes 
from louvers continue downstream and interact with 
downstream louvers creating complex thermal and flow 
field structures. The attempt to gain a detailed 
understanding of these mechanisms is what has been 
done by many researchers such as Davenport (1983) 
and Achachia (1988). Davenport (1983) performed 
overall heat transfer experiments on 32 non-standard 
geometries of louvered fin heat exchangers. After that, 
Achachia and Cowell (1988) presented experimental data 
of overall heat transfer and friction factor for 15 variants 
of louvered fin geometries. Achachia and Cowell (1988) 
found that at Reynolds numbers below 200, heat transfer 
performance flattened off considerably. 

Even with the significant heat transfer enhancement of 
louvers, the thermal resistance on the air side of a typical 
fin-and-tube heat exchanger  still  dominates  the  thermal 

resistance of the system. The thermal resistance of the 
liquid side is typically 5 to 10 times lower than the thermal 
resistance of the air side (Yousefi and Darus, 2011: 
Yousefi et al., 2012). As a result, any modification that 
result in an increase in the air side efficiency of a heat 
exchanger is very valuable. 

The higher level of the optimization leads to perform 
the thermal design of the heat exchanger, defining its 
operating parameters through minimization/maximization 
of a certain objective function like entropy generation, 
pressure drop or heat exchanger's costs. So besides 
calculating the optimized values of volume, pressure and 
temperature, at this level it is also possible to minimize 
entropy generation based on constant surface area. The 
second optimization level involves minimizing entropy 
generation based on constant volume. Furthermore, 
when volume and surface area are constant the 
thermodynamical optimization can be done by modifying 
Reynolds number. 

In this work, the heat exchanger designing process 
tends to a sizing problem. So using following diagram can 
be useful. 



 
 
 
 
THERMAL DESIGN  
 
There are two basic types of thermal design problems: 
rating and sizing. In a rating problem, the geometry and 
size of the heat exchanger are fully specified. Also, 
entering flow rates and fluid temperatures are known. So, 
the job is to compute heat exchanger efficiency and 
pressure drop for each stream. However, in a sizing 
problem, the heat exchanger requirement is specified and 
the designer must calculate the heat exchanger size 
(Kays and London, 1984). Typically, allowable pressure 
drops are given for each fluid stream. A number of 
decisions must be made prior to making the thermal 
performance calculation (Kays and London, 1984) 
 
1. Heat exchanger flow arrangement, for example, 
counter flow. 
2. Heat exchanger materials, as influenced by fluid 
temperatures and corrosion potential. 
3. Fin geometry and fin thickness, as influenced by 
design pressure requirements. 
4. The type of surface geometry and fin spacing and 
height. Fouling considerations influence the type of 
surface geometry and fin spacing that may be selected. 
Fin height is influenced by the desired fin efficiency. 
5. Heat exchanger frontal area. This key decision 
establishes the Reynolds number for each flow stream. 
The pressure losses are directly dependent on this 
decision. 
 
In this work, the heat exchanger designing process tends 
to a sizing problem. So Figure 3 can be useful. 

Since the outlet temperatures are unknown, the 

NTU is suitable, where 
 

 min h,i c,i min maxQ C T T C T                            (1) 

 

Here max, T  and minC  are the heat exchanger 

efficiency, entering temperature difference and the 
minimum of heat capacity respectively. , the heat 

exchanger efficiency, is a dimensionless number, and is 

a function of NTU and
*C : 
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The other important parameter is NTU, Where it is 
considered as the number of transfer unit. 
 

Amin min

UA
NTU UdA

C C
  

1                       (4) 

 

To calculate the outlet temperatures of both fluids, hot 
and cold, the – Equations (5) and (6) can be considered. 
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One of the key stage in designing a heat exchanger is 
accurate calculation of fluid properties. But before doing 
this, it is necessary to compute average temperature of 
each fluid. Here, according to shah research (Shah, 1981) 

if 50.0* C  the average temperatures would be 
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Else, they would be based on Table 1. Fluid properties 
are as shown in Table 2. 

Heat transfer coefficient is calculated form j, colburn 
factor. Although there some equations for colburn and 
friction factors, Kays and London (1984) have introduced 
these factors versus Reynolds number. 
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In this formula, G and frA  are mass velocity and free 

flow cross-sectional area respectively. 
Furthermore, frictional pressure drop in both sides is 

given by: 
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Where   is the ratio of free flow area to the frontal area. 

Also, cK and eK are contraction and expansion 

coefficients. 
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Figure 3. A comparison among the results of different methods. 
 
 
 

ENTROPY GENERATION 
 
The irreversibility of any heat exchanger is due to two 
factors;   the   transfer  of  heat  across  the  stream – to – 

stream temperature difference and the frictional pressure 
drop. The fluid friction and heat transfer irreversibility can 
systematically be reduced by showing down the 
movement   of   fluid  through  the  heat  exchanger.  This
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Table 1. Approximate bulk mean temperature on hot and cold side of a two-fluid heat exchanger Kuppan (2000). 
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Table 2. Fluid properties. 
 

Kg Kg W N.S Kj 1
K C Pri 0 P3 3 2m.K Kg.Km m m m

5
Gas 0.399 0.491 43.9 2.88 10 1.58 0.4182 0.683

5
Air 2.934 2.017 0.05 3.55 10 1.04 2.2684 0.735

  








       
        
        

 

 
 
 
technique is synonymous with employing larger heat 
exchanger, that is, more heat transfer area and more 
heat exchanger volume (Yousef et al., 2012). 

The irreversibility due to heat transfer is 
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Where entropy changes associated with the frictional 

pressure drops  
choutin PP
,

 have not been included. 

The entropy generation number is defined by Equation 
(11). 
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Here it is assumed ideal gas behavior on either side of 
the heat exchanger surface. For Simplicity, consider a 

balanced counter flow arrangement  1C  in which the 

stream – to – stream temperature difference and frictional 
pressure drops are not negligible. So the entropy 
generation rate in this arrangement is 
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Where the first two terms on the right represent the heat 
transfer irreversibility and the last two terms account for 
fluid friction. Thus, the entropy generation number 
becomes. 
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The heat transfer irreversibility vanishes when the area is 
very large  NTU   or when the counter flow is 

isothermal due to end conditions     . Also, the fluid – 

friction irreversibility vanishes when the pressure drops 
on the two sides of the surface are zero. 

The one-side irreversibility number depends on six 
parameters, which can be grouped in two rows: 
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The upper row is fixed as soon as the working fluid and 
two inlet conditions are specified. The second row 
parameter depends on the geometry of the heat – 

exchanger duct. For example, ReD  and GCan be 

considered as fixed, while the flow path length 
4L

D  
is 

selected on the basis of minimizing the irreversibility. In 
actual applications one or more geometric parameters 
are constrained based on economic considerations. The 
minimization of irreversibility subject to constant area is 
important in cases in which the cost of building the heat 
transfer surface is a major component in the overall cost 
formula for the heat exchanger system. 

The heat transfer area for one side by using the 
definition of hydraulic diameter is: 
 

4
fr

L
A A

D
                        (16)  

 

Where
frA  is the flow cross-section. Also, this 

expression can be put in dimensionless form using 
Equation (17). 
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These equations demonstrate that low entropy 
generation levels are possible only when sufficient heat 
transfer area is available. 

 
 
 
 

Besides, the constant volume constraint governs the 
design of the heat exchanger for application in which 
space is on expensive commodity. The volume on one 
side of the surface is: 
 

cV LA          (20-a) 
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So, when V  and DRe  are specified, the minimum 

irreversibility design is described by: 
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CASE STUDY 
 
To clarify the application of the mentioned optimization 
procedure, a case study taken from Oil Laboratory in Iran 
(Mechanical Research Group, 2006 - Report of "Design 
and Modeling of microturbine heat cycle" in Oil 
Laboratory of Iran) is considered. A gas–to–air counter 
flow heat- exchanger having heat duty of 100 kw is 
needed to be designed for the minimum surface area and 
volume separately. Gas and air inlet temperatures are 

865 
k  and 475 

k  where gas and air mass flow rates 

are 1.4676 kg/s and 1.45 kg/s respectively. Pressure 
drops are set to be limited to 6.36 and 12 kpa at hot and 
cold side. The heat exchanger material is aluminum with 

density of 2700 
3m

kg

. 

Table 3 presents the operating 

conditions used in thermal design. Also, louvered fin 
surface is used on the gas and air sides, where 
geometric properties of them are according to Table 4. 
 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

For the prescribed heat duty and allowable pressure 
drop, the optimization problem is finding the design 
variables that minimize the entropy generation based on 
constant volume and constant surface area. In others 
word,   after  mechanical  and  thermal  designing  a  heat 



 
 
 
 
Table 3. Operating conditions. 
 

Variable Data 

Allowable pressure drop for hot side (%) 6 

Allowable pressure drop for hot side (%) 3 

Outlet gas temperature(k) 694 

Inlet gas temperature(k) 865 

Outlet air temperature(k) 670 

Inlet air temperature(k) 475 

Outlet pressure from compressor(bar) 4 

Outlet pressure from turbine(bar) 1.06 

Gas mass flow rate (kg/s) 1.4676 

Air mass flow rate(kg/s) 1.45 

 
 
 

Table 4. Geometric Parameters of Louvered fins. 
 

     

a

2
Sm fFins b mm D mm mmh 3 Sm

1
6.06 6.35 4.453 840 0.640 0.152

2

3
8.7 6.35 3.650 1007 0.705 0.152

8

 





 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

Table 5. Information about choosing a fin. 
 

Goals P arameters

volume 1) 2)b

pressuredrop Dh

Sfheat exchanger efficiency 1) 2)Dh
S

annuallyoverallcos ts 1)D 2)h





 

 
 
 

exchanger, the thermodynamical optimization by 
modifying mass and air flow rates would be able to 
improve the heat exchanger performance. However, 
before doing this, it is necessary computing fluid 
properties based on average temperatures (Table 2). 

When there are some limitations on surface area, the 
thermodynamical optimization will be doing based on 
constant surface area. In other words, the width and 
depth of heat exchanger are specified. Here, the height 
and fin geometric properties are the only variables. So, 
pursuant to objective function that can be minimum 
volume, costs or even weight of the heat exchanger, the 
height and fin geometric properties can change. To clarify 
this procedure it is assumed that the objective function be 
minimum volume, by using Particle Swarm Optimization 
algorithm (PSO) the total volume of  heat  exchanger  will 
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be optimized. But before optimization process by PSO 
algorithm, it is essential to select a suitable louvered fin. 
Table 5 gives useful information about choosing a fin. 

As can be seen in this table  and b , which are total 

transfer area / volume between plates and  the  height  of 
fin respectively, have direct impact on total volume. 

Hence, the heat exchanger with smaller b and larger   

has smaller volume. On the other hand, when hydraulic 
diameter and height fin are small there is a logarithmic 
increase in pressure drop values. 

Kays and London (1984) offer good diagrams and 
tables for different fins. Particle Swarm Algorithm is a 
heuristic optimization method which was first introduced 
by Kennedy and Ebehart (1995). In the basic PSO 
algorithm, particle swarm consists of "n" particles and the 
position of each particle stands for the potential solution 
in D-dimensional space. 

Each particle can be shown by its current speed and 
position. So, the speed and position of each particle 
change according to the following equations: 

 

, , 1 1 , , 2 2 , ,( 1) . ( ) . . ( ) ( ) . . ( ) ( )i j i j i j i j g j i jv t w v t c r p t x t c r p t x t           

                                                                                 
(23) 

 

, , ,( 1) ( ) . ( 1)i j i j i jx t x t t v t   
                       

(23-a)
 

 

Here 1,2,....,i N  demonstrates the particles of 

swarm; max1,2,...,t t indicates the iterations; w is 

considered as inertia weight factor; , ( 1)i jv t  is defined as 

the velocity of the i-th particle with respect to the best 
previous position of the i-th particle to the j-th dimension. 

In this formula, , ( )g jp t is the best previous position 

among all the particles along the j-th dimension in 
iterations. Further information about PSO algorithm can 
be obtained from several books and papers in this area 
(Bai, 2010). A chaotic quantum-beha particle swarm 
approach applied to optimization of heat exchangers 
(2012); Coelho and Alotto, 2008; Mikki and Kishk, 
2006; Clerc and Kennedy, 2002; Patel and Rao, 
2010; Rao and Patel, 2010) 

At this stage, and when mechanical and thermal 
designing are completed, optimization by PSO algorithm 
as well as thermodynamical optimization by modifying 
mass flow rates minimize the entropy generation. 

Thermodynamical optimization tends to decrease gas 
flow arte and increase air flow rate, which cause to occur 
a dramatic increase in pressure drop, convective 
coefficient and Reynolds number for cold side. Although 
after optimization by PSO algorithm (Table 6) and then 
thermodynamical optimization, pressure drop have 
increased, rising NTU as well as decreasing 11% of 
volume compared with an increase of 9% costs due to 
pressure change is valuable.  As  can  be  observed  from
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Table 6. Optimization results by PSO algorithm. 
 

Variable MD PSO 

Fin pitch 343 343 

Plate spacing (fin height) , b  6.35 mm 6.35 mm 

Flow passage hydraulic diameter , 
hD  3.65 mm 3.65 mm 

Fin metal thickness ,   0.152 mm 0.152 mm 

Parting sheet thickness , a  0.152 mm 0.152 mm 

Total sheet transfer area/volume between plates ,   1007 1007 

Total heat transfer area/total volume ,  491.72 491.72 

Fin area/total area , fS

S
 0.705 0.705 

Contraction coefficient ,   0.448 0.448 

Thermal conductivity of fin , K  18.19 18.19 

Height of heat exchanger , H  657 mm 579 mm 

Width of heat exchanger , W  700 mm 700 mm 

Depth of heat exchanger , D  500 mm 500 mm 

Reynolds number of warmer fluid , Reh  936 1218 

Reynolds number of cooler fluid , Rec  1247 1014 

Pressure drop for warmer fluid , hP  1.68Kpa 1.72 Kpa 

Pressure drop for cooler fluid , cP  0.77 Kpa 0.72 Kpa 

Heat transfer coefficient for warmer fluid , hh  187 195 

Heat transfer coefficient for cooler fluid , ch  195 212 

Overall heat transfer coefficient ,U  63.29 67.07 

Number of transfer unit , NTU  3.9 3.72 

 
 
 
Table 7. Optimization outcome based on constant surface area. 
 

 *,optG  ,minsN  G  
kg

m
s

  
 
 

 

Hot fluid 312 10  
358 10  3.66  0.78  

Cold fluid 313 10  
3282 10  20.72  3.04  

 
 
 
Table 8, PSO algorithm and thermodynamical 
optimization are complementary stages because 
modifying the heat exchanger size and fin geometric 
properties be done by PSO algorithm, and its thermal 
designing would improve by thermodynamical 
optimization. 

Furthermore, when the volume of the heat exchanger is 
constant (Table 9) optimal flow rates can upgrade the 
heat exchanger performance. Here, similarly to constant 
surface area (Table 7), thermodynamical optimization is 
the last stage. 

CONCLUSION 

 
Mass flow rate has direct effect on the heat exchanger 
function, and determining optimal mass flow rate not only 
would optimize operating costs but also can improve the 
heat exchanger efficiency and the number of transfer 
unit. In actual application, and when surface area and 
volume of the heat exchanger is constant, 
thermodynamical optimization can be employed. Also, 
when the heat exchanger has been designed, 
thermodynamical optimization would determine optimal 
mass flow rates based on minimum entropy generation 
number (Tables 10, 11 and 12; Figure 3). 

 

Nomenclature: A

 surface area  2

m
; 

*A  

dimensionless form of heat transfer area; b  plate width; 

p
C  specific heat 

.

J

kg k

 
 
  ; 

h
D    hydraulic diameter(mm); 

C
E  efficiency; f friction factor; F correction factor; 

*
V

 

dimensionless form of mass velocity; 
*

A     dimensionless 
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Table 8. Comparison among the results of manual designing, PSO algorithm and thermodynamical optimization. 
 

Variable MD PSO TO 

Fin pitch 343 343 343 

Plate spacing (fin height) , b  6.35 mm 6.35 mm 6.35 mm 

Flow passage hydraulic diameter , 
hD  3.65 mm 3.65 mm 3.65 mm 

Fin metal thickness ,   0.152 mm 0.152 mm 0.152 mm 

Parting sheet thickness , a  0.152 mm 0.152 mm 0.152 mm 

Total sheet transfer area/volume between plates ,   1007 1007 1007 

Total heat transfer area/total volume ,  491.72 491.72 491.72 

Fin area/total area , fS

S
 0.705 0.705 0.705 

Contraction coefficient ,   0.448 0.448 0.448 

Thermal conductivity of fin , K  18.19 18.19 18.19 

Height of heat exchanger , H  657 mm 579 mm 579 mm 

Width of heat exchanger , W  700 mm 700 mm 700 mm 

Depth of heat exchanger , D  500 mm 500 mm 500 mm 

Reynolds number of warmer fluid , Reh  936 1218 572 

Reynolds number of cooler fluid , Rec  1247 1014 2130 

Pressure drop for warmer fluid , hP  1.68 Kpa 1.72 Kpa 0.53 Kpa 

Pressure drop for cooler fluid , cP  0.77 Kpa 0.72 Kpa 2.55 Kpa 

Heat transfer coefficient for warmer fluid , hh  187 195 107 

Heat transfer coefficient for cooler fluid , ch  195 212 447 

Overall heat transfer coefficient ,U  63.29 67.07 67.65 

Number of transfer unit , NTU  3.9 3.72 3.76 

 
 
 
Table 9. Optimization outcome based on constant volume 
 

Fluid *,optG  ,minsN  G  
kg

m
s

  
 
 

 

Hot fluid 316 10  
367 10  4.76  1.018  

Cold fluid 33.53 10  
3244 10  5.41  0.795  

 
 
 

form of  surface area; 
*

V  dimensionless form of volume; 

h convective coefficient 
2
.

W

m k

 
 
  ; 

K thermal 

conductivity
2
.

W

m k

 
 
  ; 

m   mass flow rate Kg

s

 
 
  ; 

N  heat 

transfer unit; 
S

N entropy generation number; T 

temperature of fluids; iR ideal gas constant; R heat 

resistance; Re  Reynolds number; genS


entropy 
3

Kg

m

 
 
  ; 


 

dynamic   viscosity   .Pa s
;    

Subscripts;    1    input;    2 

Table 10. The results of thermodynamical optimization based on 
constant volume. 
 

Variable MD 

Height of heat exchanger , H  657 mm 

Width of heat exchanger , W  700 mm 

Depth of heat exchanger , D  500 mm 

Reynolds number of warmer fluid , Reh  743.2 

Reynolds number of cooler fluid , Rec  556 

Pressure drop for warmer fluid , hP  0.925 Kpa 

Pressure drop for cooler fluid , cP  0.309 Kpa 

Heat transfer coefficient for warmer fluid , hh  129.23 

Heat transfer coefficient for cooler fluid , ch  158.74 

Overall heat transfer coefficient ,U  49.19 

Number of transfer unit , NTU  3.105 
 
 
 

generation; St Stanton number; U  overall heat transfer 

coefficient;   Greek   symbols;  
 
fluid  density  output;  h 
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Table 11. Optimization outcome based on constant surface area 
and volume. 
 

Fluid Reopt
 

,minsN  G  
kg

m
s

  
 
 

 

Hot fluid 577.34  390 10  3.69  0.787  

Cold fluid 1996  3234 10  19.41 2.85  

 
 
 

Table 12. The results of thermodynamical optimization based on 
constant surface area and volume. 
 

Variable MD 

Height of heat exchanger , H  657 mm 

Width of heat exchanger , W  700 mm 

Depth of heat exchanger , D  500 mm 

Reynolds number of warmer fluid , Reh  577.34 

Reynolds number of cooler fluid , Rec  1996 

Pressure drop for warmer fluid , hP  0.709 Kpa 

Pressure drop for cooler fluid , cP  2.553 Kpa 

Heat transfer coefficient for warmer fluid , hh  115.60 

Heat transfer coefficient for cooler fluid , ch  343.53 

Overall heat transfer coefficient ,U  57.81 

Number of transfer unit , NTU  3.64 

 
 
 

warmer fluid; C cooler fluid; MD manual design; PSO 
optimization by PSO algorithm; TA  thermodynamical 
optimization; CA constant surface area; CV constant 
volume; CAV constant surface area and volume. 
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